
Denver & Boulder, 

climate taxes and 

how they hope to 

make a difference 
 

Boulder was first in Colorado — and 

very likely the country — to institute what 

can be considered a carbon tax. That was in 

2007, and the tax on consumption of 

electricity since then has yielded $22 million 

to assist energy efficiency upgrades, 

develop local solar energy 

projects, and in other ways 

has enabled Boulder to 

move the needle on the 

energy transition. 

Denver in 2020 adopted 

a tax that is not strictly 

levied on carbon but which 

has much the same intent 

as that of Boulder: to move 

the needle on emissions. Both cities have 

been in the news lately. 

Boulder wants to replace the existing 

“climate action plan tax,” which is to expire 

in March 2023, and a supplemental utility 

occupation tax with one overarching tax. 

This new tax would in yield $6.5 million a 

year, compared to $3.9 million from the 

existing taxes. The new climate tax would 

simplify the city’s investments in climate-

change work and, more importantly, 

provide money for more substantial work to 

“align with the scale of investment 

necessary,” according to a statement by the 

city climate office. 

The precise use of that money has not 

been identified, but the city has said the 

ongoing and new projects could include 

assistance in energy efficiency upgrades, 

creation of microgrids and energy storage 

projects, and building electrification, among 

a dozen or so possible uses. 

With the Marshall Fire still searing in 

memories, the city’s proposal also identifies 

possible funding for wildfire resilience. This 

could be used to support vegetative 

management, fence reconstruction, and 

roofing and siding replacement. It would 

also allow strategic undergrounding of 

power lines. It’s not 

clear yet that power 

lines had anything to do 

with the cause and 

spread of the Marshall 

Fire, but the risk of 

electrical wires in 

causing fire is a major 

consideration for 

utilities. See: “Red flag warnings on the rise 

in Colorado.” 

The proposal would give the city 

bonding authority, which would allow the 

city to issue debt that would be repaid with 

future revenues from the new climate tax. 

See the city’s FAQ here. 

Will this pass? In late spring, Magellan 

Strategies conducted on-line and telephone 

surveys of 1,180 people on behalf of the 

city. The survey showed 78% support for 
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Boulder wants enlarge its 

climate budget to $6.5 million 

annually, and Denver now 

can tap $40 million annually 

to dramatically reduce 

emissions.  
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the proposed climate tax. More than half of 

those polled (58%) said they were 

“extremely worried” about climate change, 

and a little over a third (36%) identified the 

changing climate as the single most 

important issue facing the city. 

The proposed tax—applicable to both 

electrical and gas sales by Xcel Energy—

would raise taxes in only a minor way for 

homes but more so for commercial 

customers and particularly so for industrial. 

For example, residential customers 

currently pay $42.95 but will pay $49.66 

under the proposed tax. Commercial 

customers currently pay $292.42 but will be 

required to pay an average $487.37 

annually. Industrial customers would see 

increases from $1,084 to about $1,807. 

Leslie Glustrom, who has been involved 

in all things having to do with the energy 

transition in Boulder for about the last 20 

years, supports the expanded effort but 

cautions that value of the tax depends on 

what projects are chosen for funding. In 

short, how effectively can the money be 

used to achieve action? 

In March, the editorial advisory board 

for the Boulder Daily Camera shared 

opinions. One of them, Hernan Villanueva, 

also points to problems of documenting 

causality. “It’s not clear whether the overall 

drop in emissions in the U.S. is because of 

taxes in cities like Boulder, or if they’re due 

to technological advances such as efficient 

engines and a shift to electric vehicles.” 

Boulder, with its quest to municipalize 

electricity, was at the epicenter of the 

movement that caused Xcel Energy, the 

city’s electrical supplier, to embrace 

renewable energy, she points out. Now, 

with Xcel at the lead, electrical utilities that 

deliver 99% of the state’s electricity have 

embraced strategies that will reduce carbon 

emissions of electricity 80% by 2030 and, in 

some cases, even more. 

As such, the new climate tax can less 

properly be called a carbon tax. That will be 

increasingly true as Xcel decarbonizes its 

electrical generation. Notably, however, 

this tax will be imposed on natural gas. 

 

enver did not adopt its climate tax 

until 2020, but nearly two-thirds of 

city voters then approved a 0.25% increase 

in sales taxes. The taxes yield $40 million a 

year to “mitigate the causes of climate 

change,” more than 10 times what was 

previously available for such work. A city 

task force estimates that the climate 

investments will yield at least a fourfold 

return and possibly close to sevenfold 

return in averted impacts and savings. 

Governing Magazine conducted a Q&A 

with Grace Rink, who was appointed 

director of the city’s new Office of Climate 

Action, Sustainability and Resilience in 

2020. She had previous experience in a 

multinational consulting firm, AECOM, 

where she had assisted teams in green 

building, water conservation emissions 

reduction, and other sustainability 

programs. Much of her work was in 

metropolitan Chicago and, more broadly, in 

Illinois. 

The magazine’s Carl Smith wanted to 

know why a city needed a chief climate 

officer. 

“The work we do requires a lot of 

collaboration across agencies,” she replied. 

D 
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“There’s no one agency that can own all 

of the policy work as well as the 

implementation, especially when it comes 

to infrastructure. The idea is that there 

should be somebody coordinating all that – 

a chief who reports to the mayor, 

regardless of where they’re located in the 

hierarchy.” 

Oddly, though, in her interview, Rink 

seems to overlook Boulder’s pioneering 

work, instead pointing to Portland as being 

the only other city that has a “taxpayer-

supported fund specifically for climate 

action.” 

At what size does a city have the scale 

to justify having a climate officer? In her 

previous role as a consultant, she worked 

with “plenty of 

smaller cities 

where it would not 

have made any 

sense for them to 

employ their own 

person – not just 

financially, but the 

scale or the scope 

of their city wasn’t 

big enough to justify it,” she answered. 

“But for a collection of smaller cities in 

the same region, contiguous to each other, 

or within, say, a 40- or 50-square-mile area, 

it would make sense to band together and 

have one person doing this work for them.” 

She acknowledged challenges in that 

cities tend to have their own building codes, 

zoning, and other elements of governance. 

“If smaller cities are interested in doing 

this, finding just one partner to collaborate 

with or even one subject is a start. Waste 

management is a good one. It can be 

streamlined and shared across communities 

and costs can be reduced for cities, 

residents and businesses.” 

Seemingly in response to Glustrom’s 

concerns in Boulder about leveraging tax 

dollars to maximum effect, Rink says 

Denver tries to “focus our energies where 

we really have control – building codes and 

zoning codes, roadway decisions and 

electric vehicle charging.” 

 

ink goes on to say this:  

“If you want to get your city to net 

zero, you do that through the building code, 

and we’re working on that right now. In 

Denver 65% of our greenhouse gas 

emissions come from space and water 

heating in our buildings and homes. We’ve 

done it in two ways. One was in November 

2021, when the City Council passed a policy 

we recommended, the Energize Denver 

building performance policy. It requires all 

of our commercial buildings that are 25,000 

square feet and larger to reduce the 

emissions from their energy use to nearly 

net-zero by2040. Most buildings will have 

to reduce at least 30% by 2030. 

It’s key to say ‘emissions’ and not just 

energy. We’re really looking at a wholesale 

transition from a natural gas space and 

water heating to electrified space and water 

heating. The reason that will work in Denver 

is that our electrical utility, Xcel Energy, has 

already committed that 80% of its electrical 

grid will be powered by renewable sources 

by 2030. They’ve estimated it might be as 

high as 85%. 

Then we look at new construction. By 

2050, 40% of the buildings and homes in 

Denver will have been built since 2021. 

That’s a lot of buildings. 

We are just introducing the final 

proposals to get electrification and 

minimum solar requirements into the 

building code. Denver’s building code is 

updated every three years, and there are 

about three code cycles between now and 

2030. Our goal is that by 2030, the building 

code will require that all new construction 

buildings and homes have to be net zero. 

They’ll accomplish that through their 

design.” 
 

For the full interview, which I recommend, 

see: “Why would a city need a chief climate 

officer.” 

R 

Grace Rink 
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A new fast-charging 

station in Julesburg. 

What comes next in 

rural Colorado? 
 

by Allen Best 

A fast-charging station has opened 

along Interstate 76 in Julesburg, in far 

northeastern Colorado. If tiny Julesburg has 

a fast-charger, what does this say about 

some of Colorado’s other 

small towns, say Springfield 

or Walden? 

In time, of course, 

they’ll all have fast chargers. 

What is notable in this case 

is a partnership that made 

this happen. Highline 

Electric Association is the 

local cooperative, a member 

of Tri-State Generation and 

Transmission, which 

chipped in some funds. 

The third critical partner 

is a California-based 

company called FreeWire. 

The key challenge was to 

overcome limitations of the 

distribution systems in rural 

areas to be able to provide 

rapid charging. EV drivers 

will be able to reach an 

80% state of charge within 

30 to 45 minutes, depending on battery 

size. 

Integration of battery storage is the 

secret sauce, if you will, in FreeWire’s 

technology. That battery-integrated direct-

current, fast charger will open up 

opportunities for more charging stations in 

rural areas of the state. 

Dennis Herman, general manager for 

Highline Electric Association, explained that 

the FreeWire direct-current, fast charger is 

one of the first of its kind in Colorado in 

that it can use existing single-phase 

conductors, in combination with battery 

storage technology. That combination 

allows the stations to charge vehicles 

comparable to charging times for other 

systems currently available. 

“This represents a breakthrough in 

efforts to offer reasonable charging times, 

with the distribution systems we have 

available in rural areas,” he said. 

For now, though, Highline wants to see 

how much use this new charging stations 

gets before it commits to plans for another 

high-speed charging station, perhaps in 

Crook, an even smaller town along I-76 

between Julesburg and Sterling. The new 

charging station is located at the Wagon 

Wheel Conoco in Julesburg, which is 130 

miles from Denver and 30 miles from the 

next nearest fast-charging station, in 

Ogallala. There are also fast charging 

stations in Sterling and Fort Morgan. 

Highline Electric’s Tadius Huser juices up at the cooperative’s new 

fast-charging station at Julesburg. Photo/Tri-State Generation and 

Transmission 
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The business has a gift store, so it might 

provide something of interest for travelers 

while they wait for their cars to charge.  

There’s also a Colorado welcome center 

about a quarter-mile away, which gets 

strong use. No commercial operations are 

allowed at visitor centers, however. 

Drivers of Tesla have a strong charging 

infrastructure setup for their needs. With 

this charging station, said Tadius Huser, 

member service manager for Highline 

Electric, the cooperative is meeting needs 

of other drivers. 

But how about charging stations along 

U.S. Highway 6 between Sterling and 

Holyoke? It’s a two-lane not a four-lane 

highway. When will Holyoke get a fast-

charger? 

A logical next step, said Huser, might be 

a Level 2 charger at Ballyneal, the high-end 

golf club south of Holyoke. Most customers 

come from the Front Range, so a charger at 

the golf course would make sense for 

players during their 18 rounds. 

If Phillips County today has relatively 

few electric vehicles, that may change as 

manufacturers deliver electric pickups. “The 

Ford-150 e-Lightning could be a game 

changer, because most people drive 

pickups. That is something that may change 

the game a little bit,” says Huser. 

See also: “Electric pickups and farm 

country,” from Big Pivots, Aug. 3, 

2022. 

This is the second such 

installation in Colorado by FreeWire. 

The first was in Estes Park, within a 

mile of the east visitors center for 

Rocky Mountain National Park. A 

press release at the time noted that 

without a strong network of 

charging stations, EVs could struggle 

to traverse the Trail Ridge Road from 

Estes Park or the Peak to Peak 

Byway that extends from Estes Park 

to Central City. 

“Our charging solutions require 

minimal electrical infrastructure 

investment, significantly reducing 

permitting and installation times,” 

explained Daniel Zotos, FreeWire’s director 

of communications. “As charging demand 

continues to surge, we are seeing ultrafast, 

battery-integrated chargers offer the 

streamlined, shovel-ready solution that 

many entering the EV charging space are 

looking for.” 

Zotos said he believes his company has 

received strong interests from electrical 

suppliers in other rural areas of Colorado.  

“I certainly foresee more coming,” he 

says. “Just talking with our sales team, I see 

some things in the pipeline.” 

With that expectation, FreeWire has set 

opened an office in Denver.  

While prices of EVs decline and 

consumer choices expand, the real 

limitations to Colorado’s effort to meet its 

vehicle electrification goals will depend 

upon the charging infrastructure, says 

Zotos.  

But he also points to an agreement 

between his company and Phillips 66, one 

of the first major oil companies to begin 

working at how to integrate electrical 

charging into its locations. He also says 

vehicle electrification will be a lively target 

at a convention of convenience store 

owners  
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Xcel Energy foresees 100% 

emissions-free vehicles in 

its service areas by 2050 
Xcel Energy has elevated its aspirations. 

In 2020, the company announced a goal of 

being able to power 20% of all vehicles in its 

service territories within the eight states it 

operates by 2030. 

The new goal announced in early 

August looks further ahead, to 2050, and 

with greater ambition. That new ambition is 

to provide the infrastructure and energy to 

run all vehicles in its service area on carbon-

free electricity or other clean energy by 

2050. 

This parallels the company’s goal of 

being carbon neutral in its electricity by 

2050. 

As it has said since 2018, the answers 

for achieving that ambition are not yet 

available. Xcel very specifically mentions 

hydrogen as an option, but whether that 

door will open in the next 10 or 20 years is 

by no means clear, as the company’s Alice 

Jackson, who now directs Xcel’s long-term 

planning, wryly noted in a June 2022 

interview with Big Pivots. It’s been a 

technology predicted to be ready during the 

next five years for the last 50 years, she 

said. 

The end goal in Colorado and several 

other states is to reduce emissions from the 

transportation sector, which has become 

the No. 1 source of emissions in the 

economies of many states. Electricity shed 

off its carbon emissions accomplishes that 

when used for transportation. 

As of 2021, an electric vehicle powered 

with Xcel Energy was over 55% cleaner than 

a conventional gasoline-powered vehicle, 

according to a statement from Xcel. By 

2030, it will be cleaner yet, at least 80% 

cleaner. This is across the company’s eight-

state service territory. 

Lower cost is another key benefit. 

Charging an EV during off-peak rate periods 

currently costs the equivalent of about $1 

per gallon of gasoline.  

Part of this strategic plan is to support 

installation of charging infrastructure. This 

goal includes having an opportunity to 

charge an EV within one mile of homes. 

There’s also a vision for environmental and 

social justice, corresponding with the goals 

embraced by Colorado and other states. 

Travis Madsen, the transportation 

program director for Southwest Energy 

Efficiency Project, says Xcel is “smart to look 

at what’s coming and get ready for it.” 

Might this shift in transportation but 

also buildings and other sectors be 

happening too quickly? Will there be 

enough electricity to meet demand? 

“It’s not possible to move too fast,” 

Madsen says. ”What we’re talking about 

will bring mass benefits. Electric cars will be 

cheaper to fuel and to operate, and there 

will be cost savings in home electrification. 

“So we are going to save a ton of 

money, it will prevent a ton of pollution, 

which is good for the climate and for our 

health. I don’t think that it’s too fast to 

realize those benefits. As for resource 

adequacy, it’s similar to other transitions 

we have gone through, and we have 

managed those previous introductions of 

new technology just fine.” 

North Star 
Renewables

Consulting

Supporting Colorado utilities, 
communities, and stakeholders 
with the energy transition

www.northstarrenewables.com
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Colorado 350 takes 

beef about financing 

fossil fuel systems to 

nation’s top banker 
 

Call it a working vacation. Some 60 to 

70 people from Colorado traveled to 

Jackson Hole in late August to make their 

case for a stronger role in federal fiscal 

policy in shrinking investments in fossil 

fuels. 

Every summer, many of the nation’s top 

fiscal policy makers as well as prominent 

central bankers and others gather at the 

Jackson Hole Economic Symposium. This 

year’s session was particularly prominent 

given the jitters about inflation.  

Members of 350.org tried to get on the 

agenda. They sort of did so when, on the 

eve of the conference, five people from the 

Colorado delegation dined at a table 

adjacent to that of Jerome Powell, the chair 

of the Federal Reserve, the agency tasked 

with managing U.S. monetary policy, 

regulating bank holding companies and 

other member banks, and monitoring 

systemic risk in the financial system. 

At the restaurant, the 350.org members 

waited until Powell had finished and was 

leaving, then asked for a brief audience 

with him to express their concerns. He 

declined. 

Then, during the next two days of the 

conference, the 125 plus climate protestors 

from Colorado, Wyoming, and other states 

assembled at the Jackson Lake Lodge with 

placards, almost entirely homemade, to 

express their concerns. Some delegates 

agreed to take literature from the groups. 

Deborah McNamara, the 

communications and development director 

at 350 Colorado, said the trip to Jackson 

Hole was part of 350’s strategy of 

attempting to draw attention to a 

fundamental task needed to transition from 

fossil fuels. 

“About 60 banks have funded fossil 

fuels to the tune of $4.6 trillion since the 

Paris climate agreement was reached in 

2015,” she said, and the majority of those 

banks are in the United States. Given their 

continued financing of fossil fuel extraction, 

350.org has mounted the campaign called 

Fossil Free Federal Reserve. 

Micah Parkin, who directs Colorado 350, speaks 

to protestors at the Jackson Lake Lodge. 

Photos/©Christian O’Rourke 
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“We want the Federal Reserve to use 

their supervisory and regulatory authority 

to direct the banks to shift their 

investments practices to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions,” she added.  

What will constitute success? It’s a 

matter of showing up and reminding those 

in power that there is “actually a role to be 

played by all of us, but in this case the role 

of the Federal Reserve.” That body has 

policy that governs “the way our economy 

runs and the way money flows, and it is not 

separate from the climate crisis,” she 

explained. 

In its story about the protests, Reuters 

explained the situation in this way: 

 

“The	Fed	has	long	shied	away	from	

wading	into	climate	matters,	a	hot-button	

U.S.	political	issue.	It	was	the	last	major	

central	bank,	for	instance,	to	join	the	

Network	for	Greening	the	Financial	System.	

Peers	like	the	Bank	of	England	and	

European	Central	Bank	perform	annual	

climate	stress	tests	on	the	banks	in	their	

jurisdictions.	

The	U.S.	central	bank	instead	has	

focused	on	understanding	the	risks	climate	

change	and	the	transition	away	from	fossil	

fuels	pose	to	the	economy.	But	it	has	largely	

ruled	out	a	more	aggressive	role	in	driving	

investment	toward	green	energy,	as	the	

ECB	has	begun	to	do,	and	as	activists	would	

like.	

That	is	in	line	with	many	Republican	

members	of	Congress	who	balk	at	the	

prospect	of	the	Fed	taking	an	active	role	in	

mitigating	climate	risks.	Activists	and	some	

Democrats	feel	such	a	stance	should	at	least	

be	under	consideration.	

Fed	Chair	Jerome	Powell	has	also	

indicated	the	Fed	is	exploring	how	banks	

can	cope	with	climate	risks	like	rising	

temperatures	and	weather	disasters,	

including	developing	climate	stress	

scenarios	already	in	use	by	other	central	

banks.	

Any	focus	on	climate	will	work	with	the	

Fed's	mandates	to	achieve	maximum	

employment	and	price	stability,	Powell	has	

said.	

 

Colorado 350 has 20,000 members in 

Colorado assigned to four chapters along 

the Front Range and one chapter in the 

Western Slope’s Roaring Fork Valley. About 

a third of the members in Colorado live 

outside the Front Range. 

It has members in each of Colorado’s 

top-10 counties for oil-and-gas production, 

a target of many of its protests at the State 

Capitol and elsewhere.  
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Sheep and solar sheen: 

agrivoltaics on the rise 

with OK of 80-MW 

project in Delta County 
 

Enthusiasm for integrating solar with 

agriculture, a concept called agrivoltaics, 

seems to be on the rise in the wake of an 

approval for an 80-megawatt solar project 

near Delta. 

And there likely will be a bill before 

legislators that would seek to provide a 

foundation for even 

more agrivoltaics, 

particularly in the San 

Luis Valley, a place rich 

with solar potential but 

troubled by water 

supply challenges. 

Delta County 

commissioners 

unanimously approved 

the project proposed 

by Delta-Montrose 

Electric Association and 

its partners after 

rejecting a similar 

proposal several 

months before. 

Sheep are to be 

grazed on the 383 acres of Garnet Mesa 

Solar Project. The mesa has been of 

marginal agricultural production. The plan 

approved by the county commissioners has 

a different irrigation plan than the one that 

was defeated in a 2-to-1 vote during late 

winter. The commissioners had cited loss of 

agriculture and said the solar farm was 

incompatible with existing uses. 

See March 6,2022 story in Big Pivots: 

“Delta County’s strange case of no.” 

What changed? As reported in Big 

Pivots in July, the new plans submitted by 

solar developer, Citra Power, called for 

three different irrigation techniques instead 

of flood irrigation, boosting the cost of the 

project to $1.5 million. 

“Sprinklers will be mounted below the 

solar panels along the supporting 

structures,” explained Matthew 

Kosakowski, project manager for Citra 

Power. “Gated pipes will be strategically 

located between solar rows, and drip heads 

will be deployed as needed in areas 

requiring additional coverage.” 

The project team that had come up with 

this revamped irrigation plan had consulted 

with local livestock agents, the Colorado 

State University Extension Service, and local 

irrigation engineers, he 

said. Their feedback was 

consistent. See: “New 

plans for Delta-

Montrose solar.” 

Sheep grazing was 

part of the plan all 

along, but the revised 

plans looked more solid. 

Les Owen from the 

Colorado Department of 

Agriculture emphasized 

the compatibility in an 

interview with Eric 

Peterson in a story for 

Engineering News.  

“With sheep grazing, 

(the solar panels) don’t 

have to be extremely high, and of course 

(they) use the shade and are able to graze,” 

he said. The solar developer doesn’t have to 

manage the vegetation. The sheep do it for 

him, so it’s kind of a win-win there.” 

Growing crops is a more difficult 

proposition, although it has been done 

during the last two summers at Jack’s Solar 

Garden. This, however, is a very, very small 

operation. How about at scale? And is there 

potential applicability in some parts of 

Colorado – say the San Luis Valley or the 

Republican River Basin? 

Jordan Macknick of the National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory told 

Garnet Mesa near Delta will soon see both 

solar panels and sheep.  
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Engineering News’s Peterson that pollinator 

habitat and sheep grazing have the two top 

agriculture uses he has seen in the 300 

agrivoltaic sites across the United States 

that he monitors as part of NREL’s Inspire 

(Innovative Solar Practices Integrated with 

Rural Economics and Ecosystems) project. 

In both cases, he said, solar developers 

don’t have to do many changes in the 

infrastructure or the design of the system. 

How about solar panels associated with 

cattle pastures? There are 30 million cows 

in the United States vs. 5 million sheep. It’s 

a harder proposition, though. 

“Cow-proofing solar panels is a heck of 

a lot more expensive than sheep-proofing,” 

said the Colorado Department of 

Agriculture’s Owen. “You’d have to make 

(the panels) a lot taller plus you’d have to 

make them a heck of a lot stouter because 

cows like to rub against stuff. They can be a 

bit destructive.” 
Now, about row crops. There’s 

opportunity there. Macknick has cited an 

experiment that showed double the yields 

and 30% less water consumption at a test in 

Arizona. “We’re looking at melons, we’re 

looking at beans, we’re looking at over 15 

crop types right now,” he said. 

 

olorado State Sen. Chris Hansen 

promises to return to the 

Legislature next January with “an even-

better” version of SB22-138, a big suitcase 

of a bill loaded with interesting ways to 

reduce emissions and improve air quality 

that didn’t quite get across the finish line in 

the last session. 

Two of the 12 sections dealt with 

agrivoltaics. Most important was a proposal 

to appropriate $1.8 million annually 

through 2027 for research, including the 

wildlife impacts of agrivoltaics. The 

activities allowed under agrivoltaics would 

include animal husbandry, cover cropping 

for soil health, and carbon sequestration. 

In a session on Sunday with law 

students at the University of Denver, 

Hansen said he intended to bring back 

provisions of this bill. He also talked about 

the value of integrating solar panels with 

water, such as across canals, to reduce 

evaporation. It could reduce evaporation by 

about 30%, he said. 

C 

Bryan Kominek in March 2022 explains how he conceived of using his family’s land near Longmont to 

test the merging of agriculture and solar production.  
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Hedging our bets on 

water in Colorado 

and beyond 
 

by Allen Best 

Lake Mead’s receding waters have 

exposed sunken boats, dead bodies and 

more. But the wisdom of a bet placed in 

2005 by Las Vegas has also been revealed. 

The Southern Nevada Water Authority 

draws 90% of its water for a population of 

2.3 million from Lake Mead. It had two 

intake pipes, one higher and one lower in 

the reservoir.  Reservoir levels have 

dropped precipitously since 2002 when the 

Colorado River delivered just 3.8 million 

acre-feet of flows. The 1922 compact 

among Colorado and the seven other basin 

states assumes more than 20 million in 

annual flows. 

Las Vegas bored a third tunnel, this one 

coming up from the bottom of the 

reservoir. The far-sightedness of that and 

other investments totaling $1.3 billion was 

revealed in April when reservoir levels 

dipped below what was needed for the 

highest intake pipe. Depending upon the 

Colorado River, Las Vegas had wisely 

hedged its bet. 

Drought combined with the aridification 

produced by warming temperatures have 

upset the cart in the Colorado River Basin. 

Apples are rolling everywhere. The easy, 

visual way of telling that story is of the 

widening bathtub rings in the giant 

reservoirs of the Colorado River. Mead and 

Powell are respectively 73% and 74% 

empty. 

But the most important story will be in 

how demand gets cut in Colorado and the 

six other basin states. The onus is on 

California, Arizona, and Nevada —

particularly California, which for years into 

the drought to slurp too generously given 

the emerging climate realities.  

Colorado and other upper basin states 

have lived within their compact-

apportioned means. But here, too, changes 

are underway, because the water just is not 

Landscaping in Colorado’s Commerce City. 

Photo/Allen Best 
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there. Farms and ranches, which still 

consume upward 85% of water in Colorado, 

will have to be part of the story. So will the 

still- growing towns and cities. 

Changes can be seen most prominently 

in those places on the edge, including 

Denver’s fast-growing suburbs of Aurora 

and Castle Rock. They’re redefining 

acceptable landscapes in the semi-arid 

West. Sprawling lawns resembling those of 

the rain-soaked eastern states are on their 

way out.  

In Aurora, Colorado’s third largest city 

at nearly 400,000 residents, the city council 

last week approved regulations sharply 

limiting turf grasses on golf courses and 

new homes. Residential lots will be limited 

to 45% or 500 square feet of the yard, 

whichever is less, for grass. Within that limit 

are other limits. No more Kentucky blue-

grass. Other varieties use less water 

Elected officials in Castle Rock, a city of 

80,000 people that expects to fully fill out 

its britches at 142,000 people, in early 

September review similar regulations. 

“Coloradoscape” is what Castle Rock calls 

its recommended landscapes. For homes, 

500 square feet is tiny, smaller than some 

bedrooms. For new yards, it will be the 

max. Mark Marlow, director of Castle Rock 

Water, says city leaders began meeting with 

stakeholders, including homebuilders, in 

November. 

 

enver has a goal of a 30% 

reduction in “non-functional turf.” 

It will start with medians, tree lawns and 

non-residential areas. “Purely ornamental 

grass should be replaced with trees and 

plants that can cool, shade, pollinate, 

manage rainwater and survive extended dry 

periods,” explains Denver Water’s Todd 

Hartman. 

Most surprising may be the actions by 

the water provider for Vail and Beaver 

Creek and associated areas. Even here, at 

the headwaters of the Colorado River, in a 

state that produces more than half of the 

river’s annual flows, the Eagle River Water 

and Sanitation District has been clamping 

down on outdoor water use. 

Aesthetics still matter. Saving water 

should not mean having a front yard that 

looks like a gravel pit along the South Platte 

River. The draft revised Colorado Water 

Plan emphasizes the role of landscaping 

contractors in creating new useful and 

pleasing yards with minimal water use.  

Take away three key messages from 

this, though. If all Colorado’s towns and 

cities ceased use of Colorado River water, 

Mead and its upper-basin sibling, Powell, 

will not fill up. The lower-basin states have 

a reckoning.  

Also to be remembered is that if this 

drought ends, there will still be a warmer 

and almost certainly drier climate. A 2017 

study found that only 50% of the reduced 

precipitation can be attributed to drought. 

Even in a very good snow year in Steamboat 

Springs, for example, the Yampa River can 

still have meager flows by August. 

One final thing. Las Vegas, in addition to 

sinking a third tunnel into Mead, has also 

been wringing its towel through its own 

demand-side management programs. The 

Bellagio’s fountains will remain, but those 

bloated backyard swimming pool – good 

bye to that illusion of plenty. 

 

D Rocky Mountain 
Biological Laboratory: 

Supporting Big Pivots 
and Using Science to 

Change How We 
See the World
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Craig has a big river. Can it 

gain a name as a tourism 

destination for boaters? 
If the changes still seem dwarfed by the 

size of the challenge before Craig, 

Colorado’s most coal-dependent town has 

begun to prepare for the day when the 

mines and the power plants shut down. 

News of two modifications of the local 

economy have been reported, both about 

water. 

The Craig Press reports that the city and 

Moffat County have received a $3.3 million 

federal grant that will help create river-

based amenities that could allow greater 

development of its tourism-based economy. 

The money will be used to upgrade the 

city’s water intake infrastructure and also a 

new concrete boat ramp, more parking for 

boat trailers and other enhancements. 

An end game of this work will be 

creation of a whitewater park, such as was 

pioneered in Golden a couple decades ago. 

Any number of other riverside towns and 

cities in Colorado — from Breckenridge to 

Vail to Glenwood Springs and beyond – 

have followed suit. A 2006 study in Durango 

estimated that whitewater recreation 

created 33 jobs and $1 million in annual 

sales. In the Sierra Nevada, the town of 

Truckee reported economic benefits 

ranging from$1.9 million to $4.1 million.  

The diversion dam for the city municipal 

intake has been an obstacle. The Press says 

the 200-foot wide and 10-foot high barrier 

is in disrepair but also poses a hazard for 

boaters. Too, it blocks passage for 

numerous fish species, several of which are 

federally listed endangered species. 

Replacing the current diversion dam 

with a natural channel design will allow the 

city to continue to draw its allotted water 

from the river and will improve boater 

safety and year-round fish passage. 

The whitewater park and other 

amenities are part of the Yampa River 

Corridor Project and, more broadly, part of 

the Moffat County Vision 2025 Transition 

Plan. That document, which was adopted in 

September 2020, identified key focus areas, 

with tourism topping the list: “Bring more 

visitors to the area who stop and stay. 

Invest money to market Moffat County as a 

tourist destination, promote a Paleo 

Museum, and capitalize outdoor 

recreation.” 

The federal funds come from a $300 

million piece of a $3 billion piece that was 
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the American Rescue Plan Act approved by 

Congress in 2021. State and local funds will 

add $1.4 million to the project. Craig 

estimates the project will create 129 jobs. 

Nearby Hayden also got $4.2 million in 

federal funds to pay for road and water 

infrastructure improvements as necessary 

to develop an industrial park. 

 

And a distillery too 

The Craig Press also reports a new 

distillery planned by Wade Gerber and Sean 

Hovorka, who are both in leadership roles 

within the local coal industry. 

Earlier this year, the pair purchased a 

building that they plan to transform into a 

business called Bad Alibi. They plan a 500-

gallon distillery that will produce vodka, gin, 

and different kinds of whiskey.  

Gerber has been the maintenance 

supervisor of the power plant since 2004. 

Hovorka is the production superintendent 

at Trapper Mine. 

The names of the product will be 

inspired by local history which is rich with 

stories of bank robbers, cowboys, and cattle 

rustlers. 

 

Hydrogen hopes continue 

in northwestern Colorado 

and elsewhere in Rockies 
Interest remains in developing a 

hydrogen hub at the site of Craig Station as 

after its three coal-burning units are taken 

out of production beginning in 2025. 

Tri-State Generation and Transmission, 

the operator of the plant, and others had 

applied for federal funds to pursue a green 

hydrogen pilot. The grant was not awarded. 

Now comes a new effort by utilities and 

state governments in Colorado, New 

Mexico, Wyoming and Utah to secure 

additional funds available as a result of the 

federal infrastructure funding package to 

create hydrogen hubs across the country. 

Freshwater News explains that the 

partnership of the four states was struck in 

March to compete with other regions of the 

country for the fedral financing. The process 

is likely to take months, if not years, to 

complete, reports Freshwater’s Jerd Smith. 

 “We’re listening to every and all 

options,” said Tri-State spokesman Mark 

Stutz. “We will be a small player in this. But 

we have a site, and we believe Craig is a 

good location because of the transmission, 

water and site availability.” 

Hydrogen can be produced in several 

ways, including through the use of natural 

gas. Green hydrogen, the subject of the 

proposal at Craig, is made from water using 

electrolysis, explains Smith. “The oxygen 

separated out of the water can be vented, 

leaving the hydrogen, a fluid that can be 

stored in tanks or, as in a demonstration 

project in Utah, in salt caverns. The 

hydrogen can then be tapped later as a fuel 

source to produce electricity or, for that 

matter, put into pipelines for distribution 

fueling stations.” 

However, strength of pipelines may 

need to be upgraded. 

In late August, the coalition of states 

released a request for expression of 

interest. This is to solicit input from key 

stakeholders about creating a regional clean 

hydrogen hub. 

 

Donate? 
Tax-deductible  

Big Pivots 
Box 994 
Arvada CO 80001   

PayPal 
On your computer (but not phone) go 

to https://bigpivots.com 
Look in the right-hand corner for the 

PayPal button. 
Need an invoice? I can do, both e-mail 

and surface mail.  
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Owners of Colorado’s biggest 

solar farm seek a buyer. (And 

a steel mill comes with it). 

Owners of Evraz have announced they 

want to sell their North American 

properties, including the Rocky Mountain 

Steel Mill in Pueblo. Part of the operation 

there is what may still be the largest solar 

project east of the Rocky Mountains, the 

348-megawatt Bighorn project. 

The company also has scrap recycling 

facilities, including one along the banks of 

the South Platte River north of downtown 

Denver, in the Globeville area. 

The future of the steel mill in Pueblo 

has been the source of speculation since 

February when Russia invaded Ukraine. 

Russians own a majority of the London-

listed steel, coal mining, and vanadium 

business. The majority of the company’s 

business is in Russia, but it has operations in 

the United States and three other countries. 

Roman Abramovich, who has been 

affiliated with Vladimir Putin, is the single 

largest stockholder, with 28.6% of stock in 

the $13 billion company. North American 

operations are responsible for $2.36 billion 

in revenues. 

Of this total, North American rail 

component revenues were $392 million in 

2021, according to a rail industry 

consultant, Bob Cantwell, who was quoted 

in Railway Age. Most of this revenue comes 

from supply of rail, with a small percentage 

from wheels. Evraz enjoys a 48% market 

share of steel rail in North America from its 

plant in Pueblo. 

To maintain and even expand its market 

share, the company set out to build a $500 

million plant that will produce half-mile-

long rails, as the giants among U.S. railroads 

want. Sources told the Pueblo Chieftain that 

the long-rail mill is 35% complete and 

should start production by the end of 2023. 

The new mill will be powered primarily 

by the solar collectors scattered about on 

the property of the steel mill, even abutting 

the coal-fired Comanche Generating 

Station. That agreement was announced in 

September 2019, although the specifics 

with Xcel Energy and other partners in the 

enterprise took some time to work out. 

In Pueblo, city leaders expressed 

confidence in interviews with the Chieftain 

that the sale will not make a dent in the 

city’s forward progress. 
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“The steel mill here in Pueblo has been 

owned by several owners throughout its 

existence, but whoever owns it in the future 

will have a huge asset as a premier steel 

mill in North America,” said Pueblo Mayor 

Nick Gradisar in a statement. 

Jeff Shaw, president of the Pueblo 

Economic Development Corp., said he 

wasn’t surprised at the prospective sale 

given the geopolitical tensions, but 

expressed confidence that Pueblo will not 

be injured. 

Evraz itself has been bounced around 

hard by its links to the Russian aggression. 

Along with the European Union, the British 

government sanctioned Abramovich. The 

latter provided this assertion: “Evraz is or 

has been involved in providing financial 

services, or making available funds, 

economic resources, goods or technologies 

that could contribute to destabilising 

Ukraine or undermining or threatening the 

territorial integrity, sovereignty or 

independence of Ukraine – which includes 

potentially supplying steel to the Russian 

Military which may have been used in the 

production of tanks.” 

In an essay published during April in 

Seeking Alpha under the headline “The 

Curious Case of Roman Abramovich and 

Evraz,” Petar Mirkovic took a global view of 

the company. He described it as an 

“endurable, well-structured, low-debt, 

fresh-cash-flow dividend-oriented machine” 

that was also a highly speculative 

investment. 

The dull money machine, though, was 

turned upside down by the invasion of 

Ukraine and the world response. Handsome 

dividends were curbed, and stock prices slid 

dramatically. 

Abramovich – who also has ties to 

Aspen, including ownership of a mansion 

there—was spared opprobrium by the U.S. 

government because President Joe Biden 

was persuaded by Ukrainian President 

Voldymyr Zelensky that Abramovich might 

be able to help broker a peace. Obviously, 

he did not. 

Taking a view from London, Bloomberg 

in August reported that his empire there 

was unraveling in response to the bite of 

sanctions. Bloomsberg’s wealth index found 

that Abramovich’s net worth had dropped 

to $10.7 billion, a decline of 40.5% this year.  

As for Evraz, shares in the company had 

slumped 87% this year before being frozen 

soon after Abramovich was put on the 

government’s list. He moved two of his 

yachts to Turkish waters after the invasion 

to avoid possible asset seizers in Europe. 

One of his yachts is 533 feet long, a world 

record when delivered in 2010. 

 

Pivot Energy to deliver solar to 

Continuum Partners for 

downtown Denver hotel 
Denver-based Pivot Energy has agreed 

to deliver 1.45 megawatts of community 

solar to Continuum Partners for a hotel, 

offices, shops and an underground parking 

garage south at 16th and Wewatta in 

downtown Denver. 

System costs and lack of viable rooftop 

space are often among the greatest barriers 

to solar adoption. The Pivot Energy 

community solar subscription presents an 

opportunity for Continuum to offer its 

commercial tenants the benefits of low-cost 

renewable energy without having to install 

a single solar panel on the property. 

Continuum integrated 1.7 megawatts of 

solar into Belmar, the mixed-used property 

in Lakewood it developed, the largest 

commercial array in the United States at 

that time. 

“As we celebrate our 25th anniversary, 

we’ve been reinvigorated in our aim to 

incorporate renewable energy and other 

green initiatives into our projects,” said 

Mark Falcone, the chief executive of 

Continuum.  
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Crested Butte scores 

a first – but what will 

be the ripples of this 

methane restriction? 

A conversation with Mayor Ian 

Billick, SWEEP’s Christine Brinker 

and former senator Mike Foote 
 
by Allen Best 

Crested Butte, that most lovely of 

Colorado mountain towns, now vibrant in 

summer flowers and always in the bold 

colors of Victorian storefronts, has now 

entered into the fractious national debate 

about natural gas. 

The municipality decided Aug. 3 that it 

will no longer allow natural gas in new 

buildings. Major remodels will be required 

to be electric-ready. It’s the first jurisdiction 

in Colorado to take this action.  

The takeaway here is that if Crested 

Butte is comfortable with the replacement 

technologies for natural gas, most other 

places in Colorado should be, too. Instead, 

we’re still tethering tens of thousands of 

homes and other new buildings each year 

to natural gas pipelines.  

Others may soon follow, posing the 

question of whether Colorado will soon get 

more rambunctious in its debate about how 

to effectively achieve the reduction in 

emissions identified in a 2019 law. That law 

specified economy-wide emission 

reductions of 50% by 2030 and 90% by 

2050. 

Buildings must necessarily be part of 

this drawdown, and that puts the focus on 

Summers decades ago began being the 

busiest season in Crested Butte. Photo/Mark 

Reaman, Crested Butte News 
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natural gas, which provides space and hot-

water heating for more than half of 

Colorado buildings. Cars last 15 years or 

longer, but upgrades of buildings often 

don’t occur for decades.  

The Colorado Greenhouse Gas Pollution 

Roadmap adopted in January 2021 

identified emissions from buildings as a 

relatively small but vital sector:  

“Even though the emissions reductions 

from these actions will be relatively modest 

in the near term,” the 

roadmap says, “they 

will grow to become 

very significant in the 

period after 2030.” 

Berkeley in 

November 2019 

became the first 

municipality in the 

United States to ban 

natural gas in new 

construction. Since 

then 80 other towns, 

cities, and other 

jurisdictions have 

followed, first in 

California but then in 

other states, too. 

In response, 23 states—including five of 

the seven states bordering Colorado—have 

adopted laws that prohibit such local 

regulations. That’s a ban on bans, if you 

will. An effort was underway in 2020 by oil-

and-gas interests in Colorado to put a 

similar ballot measure, called preemption, 

before voters. The effort was withdrawn 

after negotiations with Colorado Gov. Jared 

Polis. 

Colorado legislators in 2021 instead 

passed several bills that collectively start 

squeezing natural gas from buildings 

without blanket bans. The most important 

of these bills, SB21-264, requires the four 

regulated utilities that sell natural gas in 

Colorado to submit clean-heat plans 

beginning in 2023. 

This clean-heat requirement along with 

other laws adopted in 2021 nudge 

Colorado’s four regulated utilities that 

deliver natural gas toward helping their 

customers convert their homes and 

businesses from natural gas to electricity. 

Xcel Energy, the largest, sells both gas and 

electricity, so the loss of gas sales will be 

offset by increased electricity sales. Atmos, 

the supplier of natural gas to Crested Butte, 

does not sell electricity, so it will have to cut 

its emissions in other 

ways. 

The first of their 

plans will be filed 

with state regulators 

in 2023. The bottom 

line is that the gas 

companies are selling 

land lines. They’ll 

have to adjust their 

business models.  

Crested Butte 

might seem an 

unlikely trailblazer. 

It’s smallish, with 

1,334 full-time 

residents. The 

conventional wisdom 

holds that the big liberal bastions wade into 

changes first, which then get gradually 

introduced into the more rural outposts. 

But neither Denver nor Boulder, though 

they have started squeezing emissions from 

buildings in significant ways, have gone 

quite as far.  

Denver, for example, requires heat 

pumps for space heating and heat-pump 

water heaters for existing buildings — but 

not homes — at the time of system 

replacement, starting in 2024 to 2027. 

That’s not an explicit ban on natural gas, 

although it may come close. 

The most important aspect of Crested 

Butte’s example may be its colder climate. 

It sits at 8,909 feet. Other places that are 

actually lower in elevation lay claim to the 

dubious distinction of record cold, but 
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Crested Butte knows chill, an average low of 

6 below during January, its coldest month. 

Town officials, after examining the available 

technology, including air-source heat 

pumps, concluded that nobody will suffer in 

this transition to building electrification. 

If the technology is effective in Crested 

Butte, surely it should work in Castle Rock 

or Colorado Springs or any number of other 

places. 

Mark Reaman, the editor of the Crested 

Butte News, called the measure “largely 

symbolic in the sense it will not save the 

world. Not even close,” he writes. “But it 

could send a message and set an example 

to those living and visiting here. It is 

tangible action applicable at the local level.” 

Crested Butte, he added, “is one of 

those towns that punches above its weight 

given the people it draws and the attitude 

that doing something locally matters.” His 

offered the metaphor of a seed now 

planted “that might grow beyond our little 

garden.” 

To get an understanding of how Crested 

Butte got to where it is and how it fits with 

the bigger picture now evolving in Colorado, 

Big Pivots conducted an e-mail interview 

with three people: 

Ian Billick is the mayor of Crested Butte. 

He ran on a platform of climate change 

action and housing. He is also a biologist 

who manages the Rocky Mountain 

Biological Laboratory, where scientists from 

across the country gather during summers 

to study climate change and other topics at 

an elevation of 9,000-plus-feet.  

Christine Brinker is the senior buildings 

policy manager for the Southwest Energy 

Efficiency Project. She has been deeply 

involved with helping draft the state 

legislation and local policies that seek to 

pivot Colorado’s buildings to fewer 

emissions. 

Mike Foote is a public-interest 

environmental attorney from Boulder 

County who served in the Colorado 

Legislature from 2013 to 2021. As a 

Views from Pueblo about 

shifting from methane   
The Colorado Public Utilities Commission 

has now set out to create rules for evaluating 

these clean-heat plans. In filings beginning in 

December, real estate agents, homebuilders, 

and even some municipalities have argued 

that converting from natural gas will add 

costs. 

That was the same message in recent 

meetings in Montrose and Grand Junction. In 

this complicated story, their message was 

simple: Don’t change. 

In Pueblo, at a meeting across the 

highway from the steel mill, more nuance was 

evident. Laborers International Union 

representatives worried about how this will 

impact their livelihoods. Electricians, they 

should do fine in this shift to beneficial 

electrification. A local resident had no quarrel 

with eliminating natural gas but worried about 

the high cost of electricity in Pueblo. 

Reflecting later, Laura Getts explained the 

complexities of carbon reduction in buildings. 

She’s the business development manager for 

San Isabel Electric, a cooperative serving rural 

areas of Pueblo and two other counties in 

southern Colorado. They are among the 

poorest in the state. Converting from 

propane, even in existing buildings, is an easy 

sell, because of the cost of propane. Replacing 

natural gas in existing buildings is a tougher 

sell because gas remains relatively 

inexpensive. 

The economics of all-electric in new 

buildings are compelling, she says. Even so, 

San Isabel has struggled to persuade most 

builders. 

Pueblo itself still has a goal of shifting to 

100% renewables by 2035. The Pueblo Energy 

Advisory Commission, of which Getts is a 

member, is struggling to construct that 

pathway. The challenge, she says is to “reduce 

carbon emissions and do it rapidly and 

strategically without leaving people feeling 

powerless to make their own energy choices.” 
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Democratic legislator, he co-sponsored 

legislation in 2019 that set Colorado on its 

march to realize deep, deep 

decarbonization of its economy – buildings 

being a particularly knotty problem to solve. 

 

Big Pivots: As mayor of Crested Butte, 

Ian, can you identify a precise moment 

when the vision began to take place of 

eliminating natural gas in new buildings and 

those with major remodels?  

Ian Billick: Several years ago, and 

before I joined the council, Crested Butte 

adopted an aggressive climate action plan. 

New building codes are issued every three 

years and given how much buildings 

contribute to carbon emissions, it made 

quite a bit of sense to consider 

electrification in adopting the new code. 

 

Pivots: Let’s talk about that aggressive 

climate action plan. Crested Butte in around 

2007 joined a great many towns and cities 

in adopting a resolution favoring renewable 

energy. It was my impression that nothing 

much then happened, perhaps because 

nobody knew where to start. What explains 

the more muscular approach? 

Billick: A combination of an 

experienced town staff that has identified 

meaningful leverage points and a Town 

Council that has collectively made climate 

action a top priority. Also, improvements in 

building technology, including air source 

heat pumps, along with increases in natural 

gas prices, make electrification more cost 

effective, independent of climate impacts. 

 

Pivots: Striking to me was the relative 

lack of discussion about the adequacy of 

alternative technologies to natural gas. Was 

there concern that air-source heat pumps 

would be unable to perform satisfactorily in 

Crested Butte’s relatively cold climate? 

Billick: The efficiency of air-source heat 

pump technology declines significantly with 

colder temperatures. However, the 

technology works much better in very cold 

temperatures than it did even a few years 

ago and can be effectively combined with 

supplemental heat systems. It’s an example 

of how recent improvements in technology 

have made this move possible. 

 

Pivots: The adequacy of the technology 

was not a major talking point? And do I 

understand that you had the support of 

local building contractors? 

Billick: We did not spend a lot of time 

talking about the adequacy of the 

technology. We had a consultant, August 

Hasz, with the Resource Engineering Group, 

who has substantial experience building 

fully electrified housing in similar, high-

altitude, cold environments. We also had 

local builders who have built successfully 

here without natural gas express their 

support. For me, that was very compelling. 

 

Pivots: Let’s explore both of these. 

What other high-altitude, colder 

environments? And your local builders – if 

they are comfortable with the new 

technology, what do you think that says 

about places like Vail or Summit County? 

Billick: REG cited projects in Basalt 

Valley and Telluride. An affordable housing 

project recently opened in Gunnison that is 

all electric. 

 

Pivots: You have 

cited analysis by 

Rocky Mountain 

Institute that 

electrification will 

usually reduce costs. 

Is that comparison of 

gas vs. electric in the 

completed 

building? Or is that 

in cost savings over time? 

Billick: One thing we learned is that the 

cost-benefit analysis of electrification 

versus natural gas is complicated; you can’t 

say that one technology will always be 

cheaper. But RMI has found that in many 

Ian Billick 
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circumstances both up-front costs as well as 

lifetime costs will be cheaper with 

electrification. For example, there are costs 

to hooking a home up to natural gas that 

are avoided with full electrification. 

 

Pivots: How many unbuilt lots? Any 

potential annexations? What application 

might you see in remodels? Would this have 

been a harder decision had there been 

more real estate involved? 

Billick: We have about 60 unbuilt lots. 

Additionally, we have an affordable housing 

project involving 60-80 units coming online, 

which will be built to the new code. We 

have no annexations in the pipeline. Major 

renovations will trigger a requirement that 

buildings be electric ready. For me, the 

decision was not influenced by the number 

of units involved. There was a lot of talk at 

council about it being a bold decision, but I 

don’t see it that way. Not only is it what we 

need to do, but we have all the tools to do 

it cost effectively. 

 

Pivots: Your law allows an exemption. 

Please explain. 

Billick: We allow commercial kitchens 

to use natural gas for cooking. 

 

Pivots: The Crested Butte News 

reported the major pushback was from 

those who urged a go-slower approach. For 

other towns considering following in the 

footsteps of Crested Butte, how would you 

describe that pushback? And why did the 

council reject that go-slower approach? 

Billick: We had a working group 

analyzing this option through the spring, 

including holding a question and answer 

session for the public. The CB Town Council 

had a work session, as well as two public 

hearings. By the final public hearing while 

some disagreed with the policy, no new 

information was emerging, nor did council 

feel that it was missing any information. We 

had the information we needed to make a 

decision, so we moved forward.  

 

Pivots: I was struck by the fact that the 

council was unanimous. Can you explain the 

unity on this? Does it extend to other 

decisions?  

Billick: The council works very well 

together, but we don’t always agree. The 

council has been very clear, however, that 

climate action is a priority that is shared 

across the board. 

 

Pivots: What repercussions beyond 

Crested Butte do you hope your town’s 

actions will have? 

Billick: If we can make it work in an 

environment as extreme as Crested Butte, it 

is possible to make it work across the 

country. 

 

Pivots: Christine, when do you think we 

will hear about the next local government in 

Colorado to limit or ban natural gas in 

homes and buildings?  

Christine Brinker: Most likely in the 

next few months. While they may not 

outright prohibit natural gas, they will likely 

take steps to either gradually move away 

from it or at least reduce some of the 

negative impacts. For example, some local 

governments in the 

northwestern 

metro area are 

working together 

on a policy that 

would give builders 

a choice between 

either all-electric or, 

on the other hand, 

natural gas with 

extra energy 

efficiency.  

Having said that, Crested Butte’s 

example will surely give these and other 

local governments the courage to take 

stronger climate action and take bolder 

steps toward all-electric new construction.  

 

Christine Brinker 
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Pivots: Colorado has adopted several 

laws in the last two years that seek to 

reduce emissions from buildings. How 

would you describe the general approach? 

Brinker: The approach has been to 

recognize the urgency of the climate crisis 

while at the same time trying to orchestrate 

the transition in a way that protects our 

workers and families. Recent bills had 

extensive negotiations and “stakeholdering" 

with builders, building owners, labor, local 

leaders, equity groups, and more, because 

ultimately, the policies need to be 

workable, practical, and impactful for as 

many Coloradans as possible. 

From a policy standpoint, the original 

2019 law set an overall emissions reduction 

goal 90% by 2050, and individual bills since 

then are going sector-by-sector to help 

reach those goals. That’s where these bills 

governing buildings fit. 

 

Pivots: How does the law passed in 

May, HB22-1362, titled “Building 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions,” define the 

paths forward for local jurisdictions? Do you 

see various paths for different 

communities? 

Brinker: That law sets the floor, the 

minimum, for resilient and energy-efficient 

construction when local governments 

update any other building codes. This is in 

recognition that many homebuyers and 

renters don’t have the ability to choose 

efficient and healthy homes – they have to 

“take what’s out there.” Better energy 

codes make sure homes and buildings are 

built right at the outset.  

Notably, the law still allows natural gas 

— but requires that new construction at 

least include the wiring for future all-

electric appliances like heat pumps. And it 

allows local governments like Crested Butte 

to go above the minimum if they want. 

 

Pivots: Air-source heat pumps remain 

fairly expensive. Do you see this changing? 

Brinker: The costs of the technology 

have fallen significantly in recent years 

while performance improved. The next 

stage of cost reduction will partly come 

from contractors here getting more familiar 

with the latest heat-pump technology, 

something being helped along by trainings 

from Xcel Energy and others.  

Also, heat pumps have a new batch of 

incentives available because of how much 

they help our air quality and climate – 

including rebates from Xcel Energy and 

other utilities, a 10% tax credit from the 

state, and tax credits from the Inflation 

Reduction Act.  

 

Pivots: As a former state senator, Mike, 

I would like your read on the political 

implications of this ban adopted by Crested 

Butte. Colorado’s policy so far has been a 

firm but still gentle squeeze of emissions, 

both methane and carbon dioxide, from 

buildings. The clean heat law, for example, 

stipulates that consumers will always retain 

choice. 

Does the mandate by Crested Butte put 

the Polis administration into a place it 

would prefer not to be? Or are the numbers 

in Crested Butte just too small to be 

consequential? 

 

Mike Foote: 

Local governments 

in Colorado have 

significant 

autonomy when it 

comes to their 

building codes. 

Crested Butte’s 

actions are 

consistent with 

that tradition of 

local control. 

Certainly some state actors and the oil-and-

gas industry will take notice of it.  

Mike Foote 
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It is highly unlikely, even after this fall’s 

elections, that there will be a successful 

effort in the legislature to limit the ability of 

local governments to do what Crested Butte 

did. Some gas proponents have advocated 

for a statewide “energy choice” ballot 

measure that would prohibit localities from 

requiring non-fossil energy in their codes. 

This is sometimes called a “ban on bans.” At 

some point that effort could get more 

traction if the industry decides to fund a 

statewide campaign. The threat of the 

industry going to the ballot is always there, 

but it shouldn’t dissuade local governments 

from taking climate action, in my opinion. 

 

Pivots: New York Gov. Kathy Hochul 

vowed to pass a statewide law that would 

ban natural gas by 2027. Assuming 

Colorado Gov. Jared Polis is reelected this 

fall, can you envision him attempting to do 

the same? Why or why not? 

Foote: We haven't seen Governor Polis 

propose a policy like that during his first 

four years, but I wouldn't be surprised if 

some members of the General Assembly 

were thinking about it. The fact of the 

matter is new gas usage must be 

substantially curtailed within this decade 

for us to avoid the worst effects of climate 

change. There are not too many easy 

options left to achieve that, at least in 

Colorado. 

The new Sierra Grande High School near Fort Garland in Colorado’s San Luis Valley is heated without gas. 

The former school had been heated by propane. Photo/Allen Best 
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by Allen Best 

Whew – it was another hot night, the 

worst in a string of hot July nights in 

metropolitan Denver. The temperature, 

according to my cell phone, did not fall 

below 80 degrees until 1 a.m. In my office, 

it was even hotter, approaching 84. 

Yes, you are correct. I have no air. I 

have a full-house 

fan, which draws 

colder air in 

through windows 

and ushers the hot 

air out through the 

attic of this 133-

year-old bungalow. 

To work effectively, 

night-time temperatures must get down 

into the 60s. The phone told me that 

overnight it got down to 74. 

Summer nights have been warming. We 

pay attention to the record highs, and 

we’ve had some of those. But cooling off at 

night can make all the difference. 

“In general, we know that summer 

minimum temperatures are rising,” said 

Peter Goble, a climatologist with the 

Colorado Climate Center. This summer’s 

overnight lows so far in 2022 haven’t been 

setting new high marks – but they’re very, 

very close. 

“It’s not unprecedented but it’s right up 

there with the all-time maximums (for 

overnight lows) that have been observed,” 

he said after checking data for several 

locations. 

For example, Denver’s Central Park 

Station – this is where the former Stapleton 

airport was located – 

had a temperature of 69 

the night when 

supposedly it got only to 

74 here at my 

home/office in Olde 

Town Arvada. No record 

– but it was pushing the 

extreme. Only 12 times 

have temperatures exceeded 70 degrees. 

These night-time hot temperatures 

serve as a strong reminder of the relatively 

narrow band of temperatures at which 

humans can feel comfortable — and 

function. Older people – I guess that 

includes me – are less accommodating of 

both heat and cold. We’re also at more risk. 

“It’s not a single hot night that hurts. 

It’s the accumulation of multiple hot days 

All-time daily temperature 

records have been smashed in 

Colorado this summer, but here’s 

why the rising overnight 

minimums are so concerning 
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and nights. That’s where we are right now,” 

said Nolan Doesken the morning after that 

hot, hot night. “Heat waves don’t start 

claiming human lives until they’re three or 

four days in a row.” 

The former Colorado state 

climatologist, Doesken has a vivid memory 

of the hottest night on record in Fort 

Collins, where he lives. He had driven solo 

that day 1,100 miles from Muskegon, Mich. 

That’s a grueling drive for anybody, but for 

Doesken, a lover of all things weather since 

a child growing up in the Midwest, most 

notable was the complete absence of 

clouds. 

Doesken has an air conditioner as 

backup but tries to rely upon a whole-house 

fan. “When we get down to 62 or 63 

overnight, we can be very comfortable with 

our full-house fan.” 

Some people have no air conditioning. 

Swamp coolers work well in dry climates, 

but they, too, have their limits. 

Elizabeth Babcock, the climate team 

manager for the city of Denver, reports she 

weatherized her older home – an 

imperative for keeping cool temperatures in 

and hot temperatures out – and installed an 

evaporative, or swamp, cooler. They can 

cool the interiors of buildings, but they do a 

poor job of filtering impurities such as come 

with wildfire smoke. 

The better answer? Air-source heat 

pumps, which can filter the air while cooling 

homes in summer and warming them in 

winter. 

“I think we have to be strategic in how 

we think about cooling technologies,” said 

Babcock. 

Denver, along with the rest of the 

globe, has been heating up. A 2017 study by 

the Rocky Mountain Climate 

Organization found the number of 100-plus 

days per year had more than doubled in the 

21st century. With continued high 

emissions of greenhouse gases, Denver 

should expect mid-century high daytime 

temperatures 2 degrees hotter on average 

THIS CHART COMES from the National Weather Service, an agency within the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration. One of the meteorologists in Boulder explains that the chart was assembled 

using a gridded data set from 500 stations, of which only 180 are currently active. See more at this 

website,  and if you really want to get into the weeds, you can go to this place that explains the computation 

in greater detail. 
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than experienced in El Paso, Texas, in the 

latter decades of the 20th century. 

By century’s end, Denver’s high 

temperatures will be on par with those of 

Tucson in recent years, according to the 

study. 

Babcock believes that the nighttime 

warming temperatures experienced in 

Denver already make that study look dated. 

“We are seeing impacts of climate change 

here today, and we really weren’t built for 

this new climate.” 

In making Denver more resilient to 

rising temperatures, Denver conducted a 

study to identify neighborhoods most 

vulnerable to extreme heat, both day and 

night. 

Vulnerable populations can be 

identified in various ways, including physical 

disabilities and age. Children under 5 and 

those over 70 tend to be most vulnerable. 

So are people with diabetes. And do they 

have access to transportation? 

Even if transportation is available, the 

better option is to make homes less 

vulnerable. “There are lots and lots of 

reasons that people would not want to 

leave their homes to go to a cooling 

shelter,” said Babcock. 

The city is rolling out several programs 

to enhance resiliency to extreme heat. One 

will yield 2,000 trees over the next three 

years in the Westwood, Globeville, Elyria, 

and Swansea neighborhoods, among the 

city’s most vulnerable. The trees and 

plantings along with care will be provided 

for several years. 

Another measure to temper what is 

called the heat-island effect of a city is a 

requirement governing roofs of 25,000 

square feet or more. Instead of black tar, 

which absorbs and retains heat, the new 

roofs must use materials that have greater 

reflectivity. They should cool off more 

quickly at night. 

A woman waters her limited greenery at a home amid the acres of concrete along Interstate 70 in 

Denver’s Swansea neighborhood. Photo/Allen Best 
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The city is also aggressively pursuing 

electrification to lower emissions, which 

also reduces the heat in urban areas by 

replacing engines that generate heat with 

electricity. “When you think about things 

like internal combustion vehicles, they 

produce a lot of heat. Electrification will 

temper the heat somewhat. 

“We’re looking at all potential tools 

available to us to address the extreme 

heat,” Babcock said. 

No data are readily available about how 

many deaths in Colorado can be attributed 

to heat. Axios this week reported more than 

1,900 people had died in Spain and Portugal 

from the heat there during the preceding 

week. The Environmental Protection 

Agency points to some statistical 

approaches that more than 1,300 deaths 

occur per year in the United States due to 

extreme heat. The New York Times 

reported that 100 million Americans this 

week were under heat advisories or 

warnings. That included Austin, the capital 

of Texas, where temperatures had reached 

100 or more for the 40th straight day on 

Wednesday. 

In a June story titled, “How Extreme 

Heat Kills, Sickens, Strains and Ages Us,” the 

Times told of research by scientists. “One 

thing is for sure, scientists say: The heat 

waves of the past two decades are not good 

predictors of the risks that will confront us 

in the decades to come,” the newspaper’s 

Raymond Zhong reported. Their research, 

he went on, has now focused on the effects 

on ordinary people. 

Like many meteorologists, Doesken was 

not immediately sold on climate change. 

The accumulating evidence of hot nights 

persuaded him. Goble, at the Colorado 

Climate Center, explains why night-time 

high temperatures are so important to 

understand. 

“Summertime minimum temperatures 

do not vary naturally from year-to-year as 

much as summertime maximum 

temperatures, or temperatures in other 

seasons. For this reason, it is easier to spot 

long-term trends, such as our current 

warming trend, looking at summertime 

minimum temperature data,” he explains. 

Other times of year, including winter, 

weather is altogether more variable from 

day to day and week to week. 

In summer, there’s more variability in 

daytime temperatures than at night. So 

when we have a marked increase in 

nighttime temperatures, that is a strong 

indicator of a warming climate consistent 

with the theory of global warming. 

Theory in this case means not a 

hypothesis, but rather a cohesive and 

complex idea that explains much. Einstein’s 

theory of relatively, for example, remains 

intact after a century of people looking for 

flaws. Similarly, theory of global warming 

explains much of what is being observed. 

“The easiest way to identify long-term 

trends is in summer nighttime 

temperatures,” says Goble. 

“We are seeing significantly warmer 

night-time minimum temperatures in 

summers of the 21st century as compared 

to the 20th century.” 
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